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Two classes of perfectly orderable graphs are characterized; they are obtained by considering 
an ordering of the nodes based on the vicinal preorder and on an extension of it: instead of the 
set N(u) of neighbours of a node u, we consider the set N*(u) of nodes at distance I or 2 from 
u. In the ordering u comes before o if N*(u)U{u} ~_N*(o) and N*(o)U{o}TbN*(u). 
Graphs for which such orderings are perfect are characterized in terms of a finite number of 
forbidden subgraphs. These classes are compared to some other related classes of perfect graphs. 
Finally one introduces graphs where any 2 nodes are comparable in the preorder defined by inclu- 
sion of sets N*(u). 
1. Introduction 
Let u I < 02< " - (  O n be an ordering of the nodes of a graph; we shall consider 
here a simple node coloring technique based on such an ordering. 
We examine the nodes consecutively and we assign to each node the smallest avail- 
able color (i.e. oi gets the smallest color which has not been used yet for neighbours 
oj of oi with j < i). 
An ordering ol < ' "  < on is called perfect for G if for any subgraph G'  of G the 
above coloring technique based on the induced order in G' gives an optimum color- 
ing (i.e., a coloring using the minimum number of colors). 
Chv~ital has shown that an ordering is perfect iff there is no induced path on 
nodes a,b,c,d (with edges la, bl, [b,c], [c, dl) with a<b and d<c (see [4]). Such a 
path will be called an obstruction. 
A graph which has a perfect ordering is called perfectly orderable by Chv~ital [4] 
who introduced this concept. 
Our purpose is to characterize some classes of perfectly orderable graphs which 
are defined by some simple rules for ordering the nodes. 
Here Pk will denote an induced path on k nodes and Ck an induced cycle on k 
nodes. If G is a graph, t~ will denote its complement. 
All graph-theoretical terms not defined here can be found in [6] and in [11; all 
subgraphs occurring here are always 'induced subgraphs'. We shall simply call them 
'subgraphs' as in [1]. 
While an edge between nodes u and o is denoted by [u, o], we shall write some- 
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times uo (resp. V6) in the following proofs to indicate that nodes u and o are linked 
(resp. not linked) in the graph we consider. 
2. V-perfect graphs 
In a graph G = (X, E) we denote by N(x) the set of  neighbours of  node x. The 
vicinal preorder has been defined on the node set X by (see [51) 
x<y iff N(x) c_N(y)t3{y}. 
A graph will be called V-perfect if every ordering o~ < o2 <""  < o,, of  the nodes such 
that 
i< j  whenever o i>oj and oj}oi (2.1) 
is perfect. 
Proposition 2.1. The following statements are equivalent for any graph G: 
(1) G and all its subgraphs are V-perfect. 
(2) G contains no subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs Gi, G2 ..... Glt of  
Fig. 1. 
Proof .  (1) = (2). It is easy to verify that for each one of  the graphs in Fig. 1 there 
is an ordering satisfying (2.1) which creates an obstruction on nodes a,b,c;d. 
(2) = (l). Let G be a graph containing no subgraph isomorphic to Gi, G2 . . . . .  GI0 
or  GI I .  
Suppose there is some subgraph H of  G for which an ordering satisfying (2.1) 
creates an obstruction on nodes a, b, c, d: so we have edges [a, b], [b, c] and [c, d] in 
H. 
Since a<b, there is a node a~ with ala, a~b; similarly since d<c, there is a node 
dl with dzd, d lc. 
If al =dl ,  then a, b, c, d, al induce a C 5 = G 1 and this is impossible. So al ~: dl. We 
have several cases to examine. 
Case l: alc. Then aid (otherwise we have a C5 on al,a,b,c,d). 
If dlb, then dia (otherwise there is a C5 on d l ,a ,b ,c ,d ) .  But then there is a P6 
(resp. a C6) on al,a,b,c,d, dl if aid I (resp. if aldl).  This is again impossible. 
So we have dlb. Now consider nodes at,a,b,c,d, dl. If ad 1, aid1, we have a Gii; 
if adl, ald~ we have a G4. If ad~, aid 1, we have a G 9 and if adl, aldl, we have a 
Gs. So all these cases are impossible. 
Case 2: alc. If  dlb, then dla (otherwise there is a C5 on a,b,c,d, dl). This case is 
symmetrical with the previous one. 
So assume we have dlb. If  aid l, adl, aid, we have a G 9 and this is impossible. 
So we must have at least one of  the edges ald~, adl, aid. 
The only cases to examine are the following ones: 
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2.1 : aldl, adl, aid; notice that a ~ c and d ~ b. We cannot have c > a and b > d 
because (2.1) would imply c<a and b<d. This would give c<a<b<d which con- 
tradicts d< c. Hence we may assume that a and c are incomparable  (the other case 
would be quite symmetric).  This means that there exists a node g with ga,~. I f  gb, 
gd we have a C5 on Y -{a l}  where Y={a~,a,b,c,d, dl g }. I f  gb, gd we have on 
Y -  {al } a Gl l  in case gdl or a G 9 in case gdl. These cases are impossible. Hence 
we must have gb. 
2.1.1: Assume gd. I f  gal, gdl we have a Gi0. If g-d~l, gdi there is a Gl l  on 
Y -  {b}. Final ly if gdl there is a G 5 on Y -  {al}. 
2.1.2: Assume gd. Then there is a C 5 on Y-{b, dl} if gal or a G 8 on 
Y -  {dl} if gal. 
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2.2: aid1, adl, aid, this creates a G 8. 
2.3: aldl, adl, aid, this give a G 7. 
2.4: aid l, adl, aid, we have a C 5 on a, al,c,d, dl. 
2.5: aid I, adl, aid, this generates a G 6. 
Again all these cases are impossible. So there is no subgraph H containing an 
obstruction and (1) holds. [] 
A graph is called Welsh-Powell perfect (or shortly WP-perfect) if every ordering 
o~ < .-- < on satisfying 
dG(oi)>>_dc(oj) whenever i<j  (2.2) 
is perfect. 
Such graphs have been characterized in [3]. It is easy to see that V-perfect graphs 
are WP-perfect. Furthermore G9 in Fig. 1 is WP-perfect but not V-perfect. 
it follows from the above observation, that if a V-perfect graph G is regular (all 
its degrees are equal), then any ordering is perfect. This means that G contains no 
induced P4. 
3. N*-perfect graphs 
We shall now describe a variation on the vicinal preorder which will allow us to 
characterize another class of perfectly orderable graphs. 
In a graph G=(X,E) let N*(u) be the set of nodes which are at distance l or 2 
of node u. 
We define a preorder :~ on X by 
x~ y iff N*(x)c_N*(y)U{y} (3.1) 
We shall say a graph G is N*-perfect if any ordering Ol <""  < on of its nodes 
satisfying 
i<j  whenever oi >*oj and o/~'*o i (3.2) 
is perfect. 
Proposition 3.1. The following statements are equivalent for any graph G: 
(1) G and all its subgraphs are N*-perfect. 
(2) G contains no subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs, C5, C6, C7, C8, Ps, 
Pa, T,F,L, W, W',M,M' in Fig. 2. 
Proof. (1)= (2). One can verify that for all graphs in Fig. 2, there is an ordering 
satisfying (3.2) which creates an obstruction. For the Flag, the Ladder, the Water- 
tank, the W', the Mushroom and the M '  the obstruction is on nodes 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
(2)=(1). Let G be a graph containing no subgraph isomorphic to one of the 
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graphs in Fig. 2 and suppose there is some subgraph H for which an ordering satisfy- 
ing (3.2) generates an obstruction on edges [a, b], [b, c], [c, d]. 
If a,b or c,d are comparable in ~, then we have a C s, a ~ or a T. Let us 
assume now that neither a, b nor c,d are comparable. 
Since a<b, there is a node aEeN*(a)-N*(b). This means that there exist two 
nodes aj,a 2 with aa~, a~a 2, aa2, alb, a2b, a2c. 
Similarly since d<c there are two nodes dl,d2 with ddl, did2, dd2, dlc, d2c, d2b. 
Now we must have aid (for otherwise al,a,b,c,d generate a C5 or a Ps)- By 
symmetry we have adl. 
Clearly al, a2, dl, d2 are all distinct from a, b, c, d. Some nodes among al, a2, dl,  d2 
may however coincide. 
Case I. If al =d~, al,a,b,c,d generates a Cs, so we must have a]~d 1. 
Case 2. If a l - -d2,  then in the case where aE=d I we have a C 6 and in the case 
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where a2#:d I we must have bdj (otherwise al,a,b,c,d,d ] induce a C6). Also a2d 1 
(otherwise a2, al, a, b, d I generate a Ps) and a2d (otherwise a2, al, a, b, c, d induce a 
C6). But now we have the graph L. 
Case 3. Let us assume that a2=d 2 (remember that al:#dl). Then if bd I we have 
either a C5 (when aldj) or a P5 (when a ld l )  on a2,al,a,b,d ]. Hence bd]; also by 
symmetry a]-~. Then we have a C7 if ajdl or a C 6 on al,a,b,c,d,d ] if a~dl. 
Case 4. All nodes al,aE, d l ,d  E are distinct. We will now examine several sub- 
cases and show that in all s ituations we are led to a contradict ion.  Let Y= 
{a2,al,a,b,c,d, l,d2}. 
4. l: b-~. Then a2d (otherwise there is a C6 on a2, al,  a, b, c, d )  and a2d I (other- 
wise there is a C 5 or a P5 on a2,al,a,b,d t if bdl or a C 6 on Y -  {a2,d2} if bdl and 
aid I or finally a C7 on Y -  {d2} if bd] and a]dl). 
4.1.1: bd I. Then ad2 (otherwise there is a C6 on Y -{a j ,a2}  ) and a ]d  I since 
otherwise we create a C 6 on Y -  {a2,d2}. Also aid2 and a2d2 because otherwise we 
would have a C7 or a C s. But then we have a P8 and this is also impossible. 
4.1.2: bd I. We have ajdl (otherwise there is an L on Y -{d2} ) and aid E 
since otherwise we would have a C 5 or a P5 on Y-  {a2,c,d }. Also ad2 (otherwise 
there is an L on Y -  {a2}) and aEd 2 (otherwise there is a C 6 on Y -  {c,d}). Now we 
have an F and this is impossible. 
4.2: a]c. If bdi we are in a case symmetrical  to 4.1.2, so we may assume bd I. 
We have a~d 2since aid 2 would give a C 5 or a P5 on Y-  {a2,a,b }. By symmetry we 
also have aEd ]. 
4.2.1: a2d. I f  aid1 we have an L on Y -  {d2}; so let us assume that we have 
aid I. Now in any order ing satisfying (3.2) we would have c<a and b<d since 
c > a, a ~*c, b >*d, d ~*b. This contradicts the fact that we have an obstruct ion on 
a,b,c,d with a<b,  d<c.  Hence there must be a node v~.N*(a) -N*(c)  (or oc  
N*(b) -N* (d) ,  but this case is symmetric).  If  o is at distance l from a, take u= o 
and if v is at distance 2 from a, take for u an intermediate node on a shortest chain 
between a and o. Clearly u¢ /Y -  {dE}. In both cases, we must have ua, u~. 
4.2.1.1: If u=d2 we have ad2 and this gives a W' if a2d2 or an L on 
Y -  {a I } if a2d 2. This is impossible. 
4.2.1.2: If u ~ Y (with ua, u~) we may assume ad2 (otherwise we are in the 
previous case). Also ud (otherwise there is a C 5 or a P5 on {u,a,b,c,d}. 
(a) Assume first ub; then ~ (to avoid a P5 on {u, al,a,b,c}), ua 2 (to avoid an L 
on {u} t..) Y -  {dj,d2}), ud2 (to avoid a C5 or P5 on {u,a,b, dt,d2}. Now i f / /d l ,  we 
have an M when a2d 2 or an M' when a.,d~. I f  ud~, we have a2d 2 (to avoid an L on 
YU{u} - {c,d}) and this gives a W. This is impossible. 
(b) Assume now ub. Then ual (to avoid a P5 on {u, al,a,b,c}), ~-2 (to avoid a P5 
on {u,b,C, al,a2}, ud] (to avoid a P5 on {u,b,c,d,d]}) and ud 2 (to avoid a P5 on 
{u, a, b,d 1, d2 }. Notice that in this case u e N*(c); so there is a o e N*(a) -  N*(c) at 
distance 2 from a with uv, vb, oc. But then wc are in case a) with o replacing u and 
u replacing a. 
4.2.2: a2d. The case where ad2 is included in case 4.2.1; this is symmetrical  
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to the situation a2d, ad2 examined in 4.2.1. So we may assume ad2. If a2d 2 we have 
an L on Y -  {all }. So we have a2d 2. But then there is a C 6 on Y -  {a I, d I } and this 
is impossible. 
So we have examined all cases and the proof is complete. D 
Remark 3.1. One may wonder whether a similar class of graphs could be obtained 
by replacing the sets N*(u) by/V(u) = {nodes at distance l, 2 or 3 from u}. A cor- 
responding preorder )7 could be defined; it turns out that the class of graphs for 
which an order Ol < "'" < o~ such that i<j  whenever oi ~oj and oj ~oi is very limited: 
even a P4 alone would not be in the class! 
Remark 3.2. In [3], four classes of perfectly orderable graphs are characterized. The 
class of N*-perfect graphs is different from all of them. 
For instance P7 is N*-perfect, but not Welsh-Powell perfect, furthermore its 
Dilworth number is not at most 3 and it is not the union of two edge-disjoint thres- 
hold graphs. The graph L - { 1 } obtained by removing node 1 from L in Fig. 2 is 
N*-perfect but not Matula-perfect. 
On the other hand, P6 (complement of /)6) is the union of two edge-disjoint 
threshold graphs but it is not N*-perfect since it contains P5. Furthermore P5 is V- 
perfect (hence Welsh-Powell perfect) and it has Diiworth number at most 3, but it 
is not N*-perfect. 
Finally the graph F in Fig. 2 is Matula-perfect but not N*-perfect. 
In [7] tolerance graphs have been defined; the complement of tolerance graphs 
are perfectly orderable. P5 is a tolerance graph which is not N*-perfect and a 
triangle with a chain of length 2 hanging from each node is an N*-perfect graph 
which is not a tolerance graph. 
Also Ps is a tolerance graph whose complement is not N*-perfect. 
It is not known whether N*-perfect graphs are complements of tolerance graphs. 
4. Some remarks on the set N*  
Threshold graphs have been defined as graphs where any 2 nodes are comparable 
in the vicinal preorder (see [2]). 
A natural extension would be to consider graphs where any 2 nodes are com- 
parable in the preorder ~ defined by the sets N*(u). Let us call these graphs M- 
graphs. Unlike threshold graphs, it turns out that M-graphs are not perfect (for in- 
stance C 5 is an M-graph). 
Furthermore, if in a threshold graph G we have x>y, then in any subgraph G'  
of G we will still have x >y. However i fx  >*y in some M-graph G, then in some sub- 
graph G'  we may no longer have x >*y (consider for instance 2 triangles with one 
common node u and then remove node u). In other words a subgraph of an M-graph 
may not be an M-graph. 
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Therefore it seems reasonable to require that any 2 nodes are comparable with 
respect o the preorder >* in the graph and in all its subgraphs. Such graphs will be 
called N*-graphs. One may give a simple characterization f these. 
Proposition 4.1. For an arbitrary graph G, the following statements are equivalent." 
(1) G is an N*-graph. 
(2) G does not contain a subgraph isomorphic to one of  the graphs 2K 2, H or A 
I I 
2Kz 






The proof is left to the reader. 
Remark. Observe that C 5 is again an N*-graph so these graphs are not perfect. 
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